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History of Su Jok in India
Dr.Mohan Selvan is the founder President Su Jok therapy in India. The first
international seminar in India was organized in 1993 by Dr. Selvan under the
banner of Su Jok Academy of India and from here Su Jok therapy started in India.
After the international seminar on Su Jok therapy different doctors, scholars,
professors and layman alike started spreading the science. Prof. Park Jae Woo has
come to India regularly from 1993 till 2010. Since then the knowledge of Su Jok
spread across India in the form of seminars organized by some very good and
enterprising people whom I would like to mention in my project.
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ABSTRACT

THE PROJECT “SUJOK AN OVER ALL VIEW” HAS BEEN UNDER
TAKEN FOR DIPLOMA IN SUJOK THERAPY FOR SAURASHTRA
UNIVERSITY, RAJKOT,GUJARAT WITH SOME SPECIFIED OBJECTIVES
AND CERTAIN DESIRED GOALS.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND
PLAN OF ACTION WAS DESIGNED IN CONSULTATION WITH PROJECT
GUIDE DR .JIGNESH GOKANI.THE SAME IN BRIEF COULD BE
MAINTAINED BELOW.

THIS IS A TRIBUTE TO PROF. PARK JAE WOO. WE HAVE TRIED TO
COVER UP EVERY THING FROM BASIC CORRESPONDENCE SYSTEM
TO SMILE MEDITATION.
THE WAY SU JOK GREW IN WORLD AND IN INDIA SPECIFICALLY.
THE VISION OF PROF. TO CREATE SMILE CIVILIZATION BY TRAINING
PEOPLE IN HEALING SYSTEM TO TAKING THEM TO SELF PERFECTION.
FOR THIS VARIOUS BOOKS AND COMMUNICATION WITH FEW OLD PEOPLE
WAS DONE.

What is Su Jok?
The Korean word Su means hand and Jok is foot. Thus, Su Jok therapy is a
therapeutic using hands and feet.
The inventor of the science is
Prof. Park, Jae Woo. It is very interesting to note that the structure of the hand and
foot demonstrates a surprising similarity with the structure of the human body.
This similarity is the manifestation of deep inner relationships existing between
the body and the hand or the foot. Thousands of people have understood this close
relationship of the hand and the foot with the body. Due to the seminars and
books of the Professor, it is interesting to realize that just when a child is sick; its
mother can feel the pain because of the relationship between them as they are
similar. Similarly if the body is unwell its hands and foot will have the
correspondence pain balls which when noticed and treated will cure the body.
It has been proven that if a very small child is sick, then the mother can be treated
and the child will be cured. It is because of the similarity between them. Yet on
the contrary when we hit the thumb which is the correspondence region of the
head in Su Jok, the thumb hurts very much but the head of the body does not hurt.
Whereas when we have a headache it can be immediately removed by stimulating
the correspondence point in the thumb correspondence region. This is the reason
why Su Jok therapy has no side effects because any treatment done on the
correspondence point has only curing effect on the body.
Consequently anybody who has intelligence sufficient enough to understand the
principles of the body correspondence structure and seeks the correspondence
points can cure diseases by using the body correspondence system planted in the
hands and feet, Even though he is not from medical back ground. All the system
has been repeatedly confirmed and experienced through clinical applications.
So, it may be concluded that the body correspondence treatment system of hands
and feet are selected treatment places originally formed by God for treatment
purpose and they have been prepared out of his profound love towards the human
beings. So the original meaning is that the benefit of the health should be given
evenly to all human beings as the original meaning of having hands and legs is to
perform their basic function and treatment. Hands and feet are thus the places of
treatment for the human race.
Su Jok is a theory based on the fundamental traditional information of






Korean acupuncture,
Chinese acupuncture,
Indian Chakra system,
Egyptian Pyramid Energy System,
Mesopotamian Spiral Energy stem.

In Su Jok therapy treatment is given at various levels i.e.





Physical
Metaphysical (bio energy system of the body)
Emotional (mind)
Reason (brain, intellectual)

The Su Jok therapy is not only a mode of healing but it explains the laws of nature
in the form of natural laws and philosophy of existence.

The inventor of Su Jok Therapy
Professor Park Jae Woo is a Korean Scientist and Philosopher who graduated in
1968 from Seoul National University, Korea. He is the originator of:
Su Jok therapy,6-ki,Diamond energy system, M-particle,
Joint Therapy, Twist therapy, Triorigin Therapy and
Smile Meditation (Tr -iorigin).
He is the President of:
International Su Jok therapy association,
International Spiral Motions Association,
Smile Meditation International,
Korea Su Jok Acupuncture Institute.
He is the founder of:
Onnuri College (Almaty, Kazakhstan),
Su Jok Academy (Moscow, Russia) and
Neutro Foundation (Jaipur, India).
He is also an Academician of the:
International Academy of Sciences,
Honorary doctor at Physical Education University (St Petersburg, Russia),
Honorary Professor at Kyrgzstan State Medical University,
Honorary Professor at Georgian Petagogical University and
Visiting Professor at Physicians Retaining Institute of Kazakhstan State
Medical University and
Honorary Professor of Russian state Medical University (2nd) in Moscow.
He has established Triorigin theory as fundamental order with:
Discovery of Triorigin Forces,
Homo, Hetero, Neutro and Neuto.
His scientific work includes:
Homo system of Body correspondence System,
Six Ki theories,
Eight Origins theory,
Diamond Energy System,
Spiral Energy System, M particle theory,
Triorigin Smile Taiji,

Spiral Gymnastics,
Twist Therapy and Twist Walking,
Smile Yoga,
Triorigin Feng Shui,
Triorigin Consciousness System,
Direction Therapy,
Triorigin Smile Meditation
Smile breathing,
Triorigin Time Acupuncture
And many methods in Smile Meditation etc.
He has developed a number of simple and effective systems of treatment, which
have gained wide acceptance all over the world among practitioners and common
people alike.
Following his scientific achievement and findings, Professor Park has written
many books in the field of
 Su Jok therapy,





Thumb is head,
Volume I and Volume II
Lectures on SuJok therapy
Diagnosis of Six ki

 Onnuri Magazines,
 Seed Therapy,
 SuJok in emergency,
 Nail Therapy,
 Auricular therapy,
 Twist Therapy,
 Smile Meditation,
 Smile Tai Ji,
 Smile Yoga,
 Arm and Leg System,
 Su Jok Ki,
 Triorigin Mudra,
 Triorigin Direction Therapy and
 Philosophical book named “Triorigin World”.
He has also worked in several other fields of Alternative Medicine.

The presentation and establishment of Su Jok across the globe
In the year 1953, Prof Park Jae Woo suddenly came across an idea that thumb
correspond to head.
In 1974, he tried to explain the hand similarity of today’s correspondence system.
In 1984 he launched the Body Correspondence cure System which includes hand
and feet.
In 1987 Su Jok 14 Byol Meridian Chart was published. Academy foundation was
set for the world citizens with the development of basic minor problems of health
without hospitals. And for this purpose, small seeds, small byol magnets, bar
magnets were used.
The first Su Jok Acupuncture World conference and Seminar held in Keive
Capital of Ukrain in July, 1992. Su Jok was spreading from Russian to England.
Conferences were also held in Kazakisthan and Spain. The spread of Su Jok
continued with the spread of medical doctors and layman of various countries
taking part in the conferences and taking Su Jok as a profession.
Prof. Park, Jae Woo came to Mumbai, India and he gave a special lecture at
Governor’s residence and also at Zoroastrian College. It was well attended by
journalists and doctors.

History of Su Jok in India
Dr. T.S.R Sankar Mohana Selvan is the founder President Su Jok therapy in India.
The first international seminar in India was organized in 1993 by
Dr. Mohana Selvan under the banner of Su Jok Academy of India and from here
Su Jok therapy started expanding in India. After the international seminar on
Su Jok therapy different doctors, scholars, professors and layman alike started
spreading the science. Prof. Park Jae Woo has come to India regularly from 1993
till 2010. Since then the knowledge of Su Jok spread across India in the form of
seminars organized by some very good and enterprising people whom I would like
to mention in my project.












Dr. T.S.R. Sankar Mohana Selvan, Chennai
Mr. Ashok Kothari, Jaipur
Mr. Hemant Thakkar, Mumbai
Mr. Arun Chande, Mumbai
Ms. Kavita Chandan, Mumbai
Mr. Himanshu Mody, Gujarat
Late Dr. Kishore Shah, Hyderabad, A.P
Mr. Jignesh Gokani. Hyderabad, A.P.
Mr. Pankaj Jain, Bhopal
Dr. Lakshmi Narayan Prabhu, Bangalore
Mr. Suman Motilal Shah, Kolkata

Dr. Mohana Selvan has given lectures across India and abroad and with his
goodness treated a lot of patients as well as created many doctors.
Dr. Suman Motilal Shah has worked very well in India and has done extensive
good work in promoting Su Jok therapy in India including Allahabad.

Different theories evolved by Prof. Park, Jae Woo
In the year 1953, Young Park Jae Woo suddenly came across an idea that thumb
correspond to head. From this spark started beautiful system of healing that has
altered the medical world. In my project, I would like to present one by one the
different theories that Prof. Park Jae Woo invented. Each one is complete in itself
and yet there is a growth which we will come to know leads from the physical
body to pure consciousness. How Prof. Invented this system is also very logical
and scientific.
What similarity exists between Body and Hand?
Sl.No.

BODY

HAND

1

Body has 5 projection form the trunk

Hand has 5 fingers

2

Body can bend in front fully

Hand can also bend

3

4 limbs going downwards and head upwards

In the palm, fingers move in a different
direction from the thumb

4

2 long legs, head is the shortest and arms

MF/ RF longest. IF/ LF in between

in between. Also arms come between legs

thumb short and round

and the head.
5

Distance between the attachments of arms and

Attachment of IF/ LF far from line of symmetry.

legs. Legs are closer to symmetry line than the

MF/ RFs are closer to line of symmetry

arms.

same like body.

6

Arms and legs has 3 joints

Fingers also has 3 joints

7

Head has 2 parts

Thumb also has 2 parts

When similarity has been created intentionally then it has very high significance.
Any art that has been created with an intension has a very major purpose and role to play.

1.Standard correspondence system:
This is the first system invented by Prof. Park Jae woo. In this system we consider
palm as whole body in which
 Index & Little fingers represent Arms.
 Middle & Ring finger represent Legs
 Thumb is Head.
Any kind of problem in body can be treated from this miniature form
representation of body in palm and sole.
That’s how the name SuJok therapy appeared.
In standard correspondence we can treat any part of the body like head, chest,
abdomen, Hands & legs. Even internal organs like heart, lungs, stomach, small
intestine, Large intestine etc.

1. Finger and Toe correspondence system:
*Insect

correspondence

system

(Small

and

large

both)

*Pin bowl correspondence system
*Mini insect correspondence system
*Root system
*Partial correspondence system.
2. Arms and Legs correspondence system
3. Unified correspondence system
 Left –right correspondence
 Front – Back correspondence system.
4. Stem Cell correspondence system
Body develops from the sole one cell, first to embryo, and then becomes
perfect adult structure. Therefore, there are round correspondence systems
based on the cell structure which contains entire body parts of perfect body
structure. And it evolves to stem system which is the earily stage of embryo
before projection of legs and arms. During its evolution, at the early
embryonic stages before appearing of the protruding parts- the upper and lower
extremities in embryo, it passes a stage, which is descriptively called ‘stem’
cell.
As it is known, the stem cells do not possess the sign of differentiation, and
they are certain rudiment, cells having different morphology and functions are
formed from them, only subsequently. So the stem stage, which is the early
stage of embryo, can be considered the specific rudiment, consisting in itself
potential for further development. This no longer remains a cell; since

development already began, and round cellular form evolved, but the
protruding parts in this intermediate form still are absent.
In correspondence systems, reflecting this stage of the development of
body, the projections of arms and legs do not have their expressed physical
correspondence; therefore they are called the stem systems of
correspondence. Stem systems have round or oblong form, they lack the
protruding parts. For the clarity one can visualize a simple smooth trunk of
a tree without outgoing branches which appear later following its
development.

4. Correspondence Ball theory
The acupressure and acupuncture system works on a theory called
correspondence ball theory which is very, very interesting. The hands, feet and
the body bring about correspondence reaction by means of electric waves when
a disease takes place in a part of the body. Our body then emits electric waves
to the correspondence structure to notify the fact. The correspondence
structure immediately forms a correspondence ball which is sensitive to
electricity and when given friction, it transmits “cure electric wave” to the
effected part of the body to cure the disease.
5 element theory

All phenomena in the macro cosmos can be classified into five metaphysical
categories which are described by five basic conceptions:
 Wood
 Fire,
 Earth,
 Metal and
 Water.
Human being is a miniature universe in the macro cosmos. So it also consists of
five elements of different categories as mentioned above.
This universe follows some rules, all physical and existence phenomena is
happening under the influence of it.
They are






Creation function
Subjugation function.
Anti -creation function and
Anti – subjugation function.
Creation function







Wood creates fire
Fire creates earth (ash)
Earth creates metal
Metal creates water and
Water creates wood

 Subjugation function.
The subjugation function is most powerful where
 wood subjugates earth,
 Earth subjugates water,
 water subjugates fire
 Fire subjugates metal and
 Metal subjugates wood.
Eating is subjugation, each organ of the body shows tendency to gain power and
subjugate the other organ.
When all organs manifest more of less equal strength ,the body is harmonized.

Anti -creation function
Anticreation is the realization by children of the fact that parents love is the reason
of their success and the reciprocal feeling of love at the mature age is the
anti creation function. When parents grow old Children look after them.
Once again, the creation was parents creating the children and now in anti creation
children look after their parents. Anti subjugation is a growth to new stage like a
protest against a dictator, river after a flood. Six ki is one dimension through the
five element principle manifests itself.
6 Ki theory with connection to five elements:
6 Ki is one dimension through which the five element principle manifests itself.
It is more convenient to view the healthy and diseased state from the
prospective of 6 Ki. i.e.
 wind,
 heat,
 hotness,
 humidity,
 dryness and
 coldness
Compared to the prospective of five elements:

Wood,
Fire,
Earth,
Metal and
Water.
For example, it is easy to see the impairment of movement as a symptom of wind
disturbance whereas the interpretation of Wood of the five elements gives less
understanding.
6-Ki & Energy Flow Therapy (EFT)
In the late 1988 Prof. Park Jae Woo has developed the theories of six energies.
The six energies referred to are:







Wind
Heat
Hotness
Humidity
Dryness and
Coldness

The Six energies are fundamental forces and they are empowered with absolute
strength. Had it not been for six energies and their harmonious interaction, no
existing phenomenon could have ever emerged. The Six Energy Theory is
applicable to the energy system of man. It can be successfully used for diagnosing
and treating diseases. This has evoked a keen interest among medical practitioners
and everyone who deals with the problems of treatment. Prof. Park, Jae Woo after
initiating the Six Energy Theory has marveled at their contribution to building a
healthy society on our planet.
Professor wanted to help the 6 Ki & Energy Flow therapies.
Therapist can treat their patients with the metaphysical aspect through 6 Ki of
Su Jok as correspondence being the physical aspect to relieve human sufferings.
The human body is in an absolute casual relationship with all forces existing in the
universe thus the individual health is not only determined by one’s individual trials
but is greatly influenced by all forces in the surrounding environment.

Location of Corporal meridians:

The human being exists between heaven and earth and is able to maintain life due
to the flow of Heaven Ki and Earth Ki that enter and pass through it during the Ki
(energy) exchange.
The route in the human body through which Heaven (Yang) Ki and Earth (Yin) Ki
flows is called a “Meridian”.
Through 3 Yang meridians located on the Yang part of the hands (large intestine
meridian, small intestine meridian and spinal cord meridian) Energy enters the
body.
Through 3 Yang meridians, located on the foot (stomach meridian, gall bladder
meridian & bladder meridian) Yang energy leaves the body through legs to Earth.
Yang Ki from heaven enters the human body and flows downward to the earth.
Whereas 3 Yin meridians which are located on the foot (liver meridian, spleen
meridian and kidney meridian) carries Yin energy from Earth.
Through 3 Yin meridians (heart meridian, brain meridian and lung meridian),
located on the hands. Yin energy leaves the body through Yin side of hands.
Yin Ki of the earth enters the human body and flows upward to the heaven.

There are 12 meridians on the right side of the body and 12 meridians on the left
side of the body which determine two constitutions in the human body- one of the
right and the other on the left. These two constitutions may be similar
symmetrically as a pair.

The Byol Meridian Therapy
The Byol Meridian Therapy is an independent realm of therapy which cures
diseases by remote control of the flow of energy of the 12 meridians in the body
with use of Byol Meridian systems which correspondingly exist in hands and feet
is a form of miniature of the 12 meridians.
This Byol meridian therapy obtains cure effect by tonification/sedation using only
12 Byol meridians on the finger/toes with magnets etc. This is a very simple,
convenient therapy to use without giving any pain to the patient.
The Byol Meridian Therapy represents more striking cure effect of fundamentally
removing the causes of diseases as it remotely controls the volume and speed of
energy of the 12 meridians.
The Byol Meridian – Therapy is quite different from correspondence therapy. It
has a peculiar cure realm obtaining cure effect of all diseases by regulating
energies flowing through Byol Meridians on hand/feet.
It features its popular accessibility in that anybody can easily use it regardless of
time and place.
Prof. Park incorporated the Chinese meridians into the Su Jok therapy. The
corporal meridians is the name of Chinese meridians and are the route through
which heaven (Yang), Ki and earth (Yin) Ki flows into the human body.

Energy flow therapy on Byol meridians:
The Byol meridian therapy is an independent realm of therapy invented by
Professor. Byol meridians cure diseases by removed control of the flow of energy
of the 12 corporal meridians in the body with the use of byol meridian system
which correspondingly exits in the hand and feet correspondence in the form of
miniature of the 12 meridians.

Nature of 6 Ki
Wind: wind has no colour, noise or smell. Wind
is movement energy. Every change starts
with wind energy. The beginning stage of
any phenomena belongs to wind. For
example, in case of ovary dis functioning,
the first treatment would be tonification of
ovary wind or brain meridian (solid organ).
Wood belongs to wood element. Yin wind
is mild and supplied by liver. The liver
meridian : whereas strong yang wind is
supplied by gall bladder meridian.
Heat: heat follows wind energy in the cycle of circulation. Heat is
aggressive in nature causing warming up an expansion. It belongs to
fire element. With the emanation of heat, all vital organs become
lively. It creates hotness. Yin heat is supplied by heart meridian and
Yang heat is supplied by the small intestine meridian.
Hotness: hotness comes afterheat in 6 ki circulation cycle and is the mother
of humidity. Hotness is the climax of Yang. Mid summer as the
season of the year, Nervous system as the body component, full
growth, happiness as emotion, ambition as reason, bitter taste,
orange colour. Hotness subjugates dryness and anti subjugates
coldness but is subjugated by the coldness. Sweating, feeling of
thirstiness, hotness, unpleasant feeling, loss of power and full of gas
other effects of hotness energy.
Humidity: humidity is the son of hotness. It is the turning point where
decline starts and it develops into dryness state. Wetness manifests
as swelling. It belongs to earth category of five elements. Fat and
lymph as body component, agony as emotion and consciousness as
reason activity. Sweet taste, yellow colour, a feeling of pain starts.
Itching is the main symptom.

Dryness: Dryness is the son of humidity. All functions slow down.
Shrinkage takes place. It subjugates wind and is subjugated by heat
or hotness. Dryness belongs to metal of five elements. Skin and
hair as body component, sadness as emotion and will as reason
activity. Pungent taste, white colour, rough skin, xeroderma,

sclerosis, loss of weight, wrinkles, grey hair and menopause. Pain
by dryness is strong but bearable. Yin dryness is supplied by lung
meridian and yang by large intestine.
Coldness: coldness comes after dryness as Sun moves away from Earth.
Coldness belongs to water of the five element. It subjugates heat or
hotness and is subjugated by humidity. Bones as the body
component, old age as a part of life cycle, fear as an emotion,
wisdom as reason, salty taste, black colour all belong to coldness.
Yin coldness is supplied by the kidney meridian and yang coldness
is supplied by urinary bladder meridian.

Diagnosis
Diagnosis is very important before treating a patient. Su Jok therapy is a master in
diagnosing a problem. No machinery, no extra expenditure on test reports is
required. Only the therapist’s knowledge and strong desire to cure the patient is
sufficient. When the diagnosis is right, half the battle is won.
Diagnosis can be done on the basis of 6 Ki muscle diagnosis, age, dominant
energy, seasons, yin-yang body system, regional face diagnosis, colour of the skin,
smell, taste, sound, eye diagnosis, meta physical diagnosis, birth number or by
body fluids.

Constitutions
Every individual has a metaphysical constitution. It cannot be seen but it exists
and controls all processes in body and influences the function of internal organs.
A metaphysical constitution is the certain deficiency/excessive structure formed
by 12 internal organs, According to the Yin -Yang and 5 element principles. It is a
certain balance of energy of internal organs or meridians. The constitution is not
a rigid structure. An individual has one or two prevailing constitutions during his
life time.
A disease may form a certain constitution. When the disease is acute, the
constitution is changeable and dynamic. In case of chronic diseases, the
constitution has a tendency to remain in a fixed state with one or several
deficiency or excessiveness prevailing.

Emotional and mental level of diagnosis and treatment
Graphically a human being could be described by a pyramid that has four different
levels.
 The lowest and the largest area at the bottom of the pyramid is a purely
physical level
 The second upper portion is the meridian level.
 Third is the emotional level.
 Fourth is the highest reason level.

The diseases conceived within the mind and are realized on the body.
Emotion categories are:
Anger
Joy
Happiness
Agony
Sadness and
Fear
Practitioner can work on the original and branch level of the emotions.
Mental or the reason level is divided under 5 heads:







Originality,
Desire,
Satisfaction,
Consciousness,
Will and
Wisdom

These 5 heads of reason level can also be categorized according to age groups







1 to 10 years is originality stage
11 to 20 is desire stage
21 to 30 is desire stage (hotness)
31 to 40 is consciousness stage
41 to 50 is will stage
51 to 60 is wisdom stage

Chakra system
Chakras are like energy centered balls. Internal chakras are situated on the vertical
core meridian. These chakras concept has come from Indian origin.
Internal Chakras breathe and exchange the energy from the environment and
harmonize all our life energy system. Chakras collect energy and disperse it all
over the body through meridians. Each internal chakra is connected to two paired
meridians symmetrically the left and right meridians. According to Chakra energy
system came into existence after meridians. So in comparison to meridians it is
more upgraded. Thus, chakras are also related to fundamental six energies:
the wind, heat, hotness, humidity, dryness and coldness.
The Chakra is the main source of energy. It is like the powerhouse which supplies
energy to one category of meridians Yin or Yang.
Wind chakra (Anahata)
Heat chakra (Vishuddha)
Hotness chakra (Ajna)
Humidity chakra (Manipura)
Dryness chakra (Swadisthana)
Coldness chakra (Muladhara)
Brightness chakra (Sahasrara)
Darkness chakra (Kundalini).

This is the point from where the concept of 8-Origin would have emerged.
8-Origin concept is another fundamental theory evolved by Prof. Park.
It is very well explained by 1-4 sequence in Triorigin theory.
8- Origin is again one of the most powerful and well established systems.

In 5-Elemement theory we consider about how the Functions in Universe happens
Like Creation, Subjugation, Anti creation and Anti Subjugation.
In 6- Ki theory we consider Functional level (4 processes) and controlling level of
forces which ultimately creates and manages this Universal Order in harmony.
In 8-Ki theory we consider Functional level (5 Element theories), controlling level
(6- Ki theory) and Spiritual level control i.e.
Darkness Energy- Origin of everything
Brightness Energy- Completion of every cycle.
So Prof. Park has explained the complete story of creation of this universe with
scientific explanations.
The chakra treatment works very well when the unit level of energy
(Any one category but both Yin & Yang meridians included) is imbalanced.
Chakras are directly connected to the organs. For e.g. Anahata, we can treat Ah
Anahata for Gall bladder and Um Anahata for Liver, i.e. if we want to treat
Cirrhosis in Liver, we can directly work on the yin Anahata chakra.
Organ problems like Paralysis, treatment can be given on Ajna chakra as the brain
is affected. Any organ which lies in the place of a particular chakra can be treated
by that particular chakra. Animals do not have the power to grow their chakras,

emotional and intellectual level. In human beings, we have more internal energy
which is more progressive.
BYOL CHAKRAS

Diamond Energy and 8 Ki concepts
Diamond Energy is the fundamental system; this is called double pyramid system.
This exists in the central part of our body. Professor is the first person has
introduced the diamond system just like the hand and foot correspondence
introduced only by him. As we know, the meridians have been taken from the
Chinese system and the Chakras from the Indian system. Diamond is the first four
dimensional, fundamental, solid, practical structures in this space world.
Concept of Diamond has come from search to find the connectivity between
Indian Chakra systems & Chinese Meridian system (Indian 72,000 Nadi concept).
In Egypt there is a system of Male Pyramid and Female pyramid structure which is
similar to Yin–Yang principle. When we combine the two polarity structure the
double diamond structure appears. We know that Diamond is strongest
fundamental structure in physical world.
This structure explains how the exchange of energy happens between Internal
Chakras and meridians. How internal Chakras receive energy from External
Chakras and finally how the Aura is created.
8-Origin is completely manifested in human body through Diamond energy
systems. As Diamond is Octahedron structure. Each corresponds to one of the
8-Ki.
Diamond energy system includes
o solar chakra in the centre,
o core meridians – 3 in number (vertical, frontal and sagittal)
o external chakras - 6 in number, located at 6 corners of an octahedron
structure, working like energy gates, breathing energy from environment.
o Internal chakras 6 in number, developed in symmetry to 6 external chakras
located deep along the vertical core meridian,
o border meridians outlining the diamond structure originally three in
number. (Central, side and diaphragm borders). This border meridian can
be re-devided into individual border. (12 in number)

M Particle
The material world is particle. All existence is comprised of particles – atom –
electron, proton and neutron. When we are moving, it is due to the particle
activity. Neutro particle is the initiator from the point of Triorigin material world
emerged when homo world submerged. Cloud is the sign of contraction, homo
power, further strong homo power is lightening, and water will cover them in the
form of Rain. Rain unites – it is Neutro. Under high temperature and low pressure
atom gets separated. During cold i.e. under low temperature and high pressure in
the influence of homo power unification takes place. Material is part of homo
world, According to Triorigin hetero world must be before Homo world.
If this material world is made up of particle then metaphysical world also must
have its own particles. These Particles are not well defined in modern science. Still
the quantum physics is progressing towards the same.
Adam created Eve is another example that Hetero came first and Homo next.
So that homo idea came from hetero. In this world particles which are not part of
material world- are parts of Non material world.
Light is the movement of particle. Wave is particle. Metaphysical world was
created first. Then came the physical world, after that came the living organisms.
Amongst body and mind, body came from physical world and mind came from
Meta physical world. From 0 worlds, movement is towards infinite world. To
reach perfection, the instrument is human life. Saints have reached perfection. All
human beings want to reach perfection. Mind is particle – M particle. Energy is
movement. Mind is non material element. Mind can change. Professor Park has
released some M particle in the nature is to protect existence particularly in
Emergency. Prof. experienced the M-Particles around him. When he was suffering
with viral infection he breathed this m-particle, and he requested them to make
him alright. He observed yellow color was breathed out. This process was
continued and immediately the change appeared in his body. He realized that some
unknown power was there which had enormous potential particle to protect.
These particles have power not just physical for physical difficulty but can solve
any problem. Then he gave the name of M-particle. At least apply m-particle once
a day. During urgent situations, most commonly m-particle is used. We create an
environment ourselves and m-particle appears. Love, sympathy, respect, sincerity
are all neutral state. Meditation technique is one way. Normally we cannot see mparticle.

Nail therapy
Nail therapy is one of the new therapeutic methods allowing to diagnose and
treat diseases through the nail-plates of fingers and toes alone.
Nails are located on the very tips of fingers and toes-parts of the human body,
the most distant from its centre. This means that in the spatial system of the
body the nail areas are the last to develop with regard to other areas. The head
and trunk are the first to appear. They are followed by the extremities, the
hands and feet. Then come fingers and toes with nail plates at their ends.
Therefore, the formation of nails is the final stage of the body’s structuring;
their regions concentrate information about the whole body presented as
correspondence systems.
Nail areas, as compared with other correspondence systems, are especially
sensitive and subtle. They are protected by nail plates and are of the round
shape symbolizing perfection. In the nail region one can find a correspondence
not only to the human body proper but to all visceral organs.
All energies circulating in the body pass through nail regions. Being a site of
energy concentration, nail regions provide the possibility to treat illness by
acting on the body’s energy system.

Triorigin Theory
Triorigin is fundamental, inseparable and manifesting itself in all phenomena and
factors, physical and metaphysical part of this world. Professor came in contact
with homo and hetero forces in Moscow in 1994.At that time, Triorigin was
partially revealed. He was not happy with only Yin- Yang concept He always felt
that apart from these two forces 3rd force also exist. After 2 years, the other
fundamental forces were revealed and the Triorigin model was discovered.
The purpose of homo force is to keep every thing unchanged in this world. Thus
Triorigin is everywhere.

Nature of 4 fundamental forces:
Hetero: Changing force.
 Time, space are changing due to this force. This force is responsible for
changing in place as well as in size.
 Expansion, separation even multiplying in numbers also happened due to
Hetero force.
Hetero force helps the mother to deliver the baby. Otherwise this process is not
possible. The baby will not come out of mother’s womb.
Homo: Non Changing force
 Reduces the changing speed of Hetero.


Returning back instinct.

 Create similarity.
This force is similar to Yin force defined by Chinese civilization. This force works
exactly opposite to Hetero force.

3. Neuto –Perfection
 “O” in nature, in other words perfect, does not need any improvement in it.
So there are no happening due to this it is still and feels “O” nature or
calmness. Actual picture of this force is nothing.


Invisible



It provides connecting link between real existence and existing spirit

4. Neutro – Harmonizing
This is a very practical force to have all forces within it. This force allows
all the three forces to exist among each other in harmonious form.
Neutro force appears at the culmination of the creation, by the harmonious
unification of previously created Neuto, hetero and homo forces.
These four forces influence the time. Due to this influence, time exists in a
rhythmic and regular manner. It does not make us feel its existence. They are
moving due to hetero influence, regular due to homo influence and so silent due to
Neuto’s influence. Everything, which is growing, grows slowly and then goes
back to its origin, which means dying after completing the cycle. (As return back
instinct of Homo force)

This force makes the real world possibly smooth and beautiful. This is the force
which actually allows us to smile and ultimately meet “Him “to know our purpose
of life which “He” has decided for us. Ultimate achievement of our purpose of life
also comes through this force’s help and guidance.
“Triorigin forces are Omni present and Omni potent”.

MODEL ORDER OF TRIORIGIN FORCES

“Spiritual aspect of SuJok”
Triorigin is fundamental order and its understanding gives us complete clarity of
this world and its phenomena. This helps us to be free from any fear; this makes
our lives free from suffering.
We can experience “Pure smile” which is called bliss.
Real practical realization of these forces is achieving the self perfection. This we
would be discussing separately in Smile Meditation chapter.

Joint acupuncture meridian:
As this entire world is under influence of Triorigin forces means our body also
must have Triorigin model order.
As we have discussed earlier in standard correspondence system that every part of
our body or any Animal body’s locomotors are made up of three parts. These 3
parts can be well categorized in Homo, Hetero & Neutro forces as follows.
 The part which is most away from body is Hetero i.e.
 Palm in Hands,
 Foot in Legs.
 Head in central body.
 The part which is closest to body or earth in body parts. i.e.
 upper arm in Hands,
 Thigh in Legs,
 Abdomen in central body.
 The part in between this can be termed as Neutro as connecting Homo &
Hetero and creating harmony for performance of work. i.e.
 Fore arm in Hands,
 Leg/ calf muscles area in Leg
 Chest in central body.
 The fourth force i.e. Neuto is missing.
This force is located in Joints. So Joints are most powerful as they have energy of
Neuto i.e. under direct influence of HIM. They remain invisible but very actively
participating in every movement and do things most efficiently. We understand
their value only when they get affected.

That’s why Prof. Park included Joints as most efficient areas for treatment.
 Hetero points of Arms and Legs are towards the side of the little finger.
 Homo points are located on opposite side of Hetero points i.e. towards the
Thumb or Big Toe.
 Neuto points of the hand joints are located in the centre of the flexing (yin
surface). Thus, Neuto point becomes invisible in the bended finger.
 Neutro points are located opposite to the neuto points in the centre of the
exterior (yang surface making a distinct access with neuto points).
Triorigin energy circulation in joint meridian starts with neuto point. Moving
through hetero point, it reaches to neutro point and returns to neuto point after
passing through homo.

Selection of hand for treatment is decided by patient’s gender and the nature of
pathological process. It is effective to do treatment on left hand (Hetero) for men
and on right hand (Homo) for women.
For the treatment of acute diseases, joint meridians of left hand (Hetero) are used
whereas for the treatment of chronic diseases joint meridians of right hand (Homo)
are used. Thus treatment of acute disease in men is carried out on the left hand
and treatment of chronic disease in women is carried out on the right hand.
TRIORIGIN MODEL ORDER OF ENERGIES.

Chinese- Meridians
Indian- Chakras
Egyptian- Double Pyramids Diamond energy systems
Mesopotamian- Spiral System Babylonian tower

 As we know in China the energy concept is derived from meridians.
Meridians are the energy path flow like line. Movement of line is straight
so it is similar to Hetero force. As in above picture drown by Red straight
line. Thus Prof. defined Meridians as Hetero.
 In India there is a concept of Chakras and Nadies. Chakras are spherical in
shape and they revolve on three axes namely Vertical Axis, Frontal Axis
and Saggital Axis. So the movement of energy in Chakras is circular under
the influence of central point. This is Similar to Homo force as it does not
go beyond a Point and revolves in orbit like planets. As indicated in above
picture by blue colour.
 Under the conflict of these two forces the third force emerges as a
harmonizer and creates spiral movement. This spiral movement has
progressive power of Meridians as well as Repetitive and inclusive power
of Homo force.
Thus the Spiral Neutro net is more powerful compared to the Hetero form
of meridian or Homo form of Chakra Circulation of energy.
 All of these energy forces are well established and executed perfectly in
Diamond (Double pyramid) structure. So Diamond energy system is a
complete expression of energy circulation in Human body and universe.
Diamond structure we have already discussed in early chapters.

Spiral Net of Triorigin
According to the Triorigin model, space is evolving as follows:
A point represents Neuto (source),
A line is hetero,
A plane is Homo, and
A volume is Neutro.
Linear motion, as a compromise-free recession from the source towards infinity
requiring much force and impetus, is Hetero. Rotation, circulation and spin that
form a circumference (plane) and ensure stability and constancy are Homo. Spiral
motion is universal; it has volume and results from combined Homo-Hetero
motion (linear and rotational). The spiral is flexibility, compromise and infinity.
The spiral form of DNA chains ensures instant exchange of genetic information. A
spiral screw can easily, without effort penetrate deep within a wall. In fact, we
and everything within and around us is spiral. Even the Earth orbit around the Sun
is a kind of spatial spiral. Galaxies have been created by the inward spiral rotation
of interstellar gas.
Following the Triorigin mode, the Diamond energy system (Neuto), the Chinese
meridian system (Hetero), the Indian chakra system (Homo) and the spiral energy
net together with the joint meridians (Neutro) are united into a wholesome
coherent system governed by unified laws.

TRIORIGIN FENG SHUI
Through soul sense, human have discovered Vastu, Feng-Shui, Meridians, and
Chakras etc. Transcendental conscious world gives guidance to us and even we
can see whole picture of that aspects for example- full meridian net work of the
body.
People see many things in their dreams but if mind is not in Neutro state it is
forgotten by the time we get up. But people who are in Neutro mind state away
from conflicts they learn through their dreams.
In each country everybody wants to live in best possible way and conditions.
Why water moves, air flows, season changes because this is operating Neutro’s
will generally we call it as nature. All of space is part of earth and has its own
regional forces in the form of Triorigin forces. Growth on that space will depend
on the nature of that place.
For e.g. If there is Neuto nature area, then who ever lives will not have any desire
to do anything. If you notice no development is visible on region of Neuto and
Homo influence on that level.
If some place is very fast growing Hetero influence.
These forces leave very big influence on the environment of the
place. If in any city crows are growing in numbers too fast, then they will not
allow other birds to survive there. Some cities pigs do not allow crows to grow,
because they eat away all the waste material and crows do not get enough food so
they go away in search of food, to other place or they even make noise and cry
from hunger. These factors also create disharmony of energy.
Some cities are harmonious this is because of Neutro influence.

According to Triorigin theory there was just water all over and no continents
initially. Professor stated this as Neuto state.
Then volcano eruptions took place and land appeared which made continents.
Evaporation starts from lack and sea Hetero process- Cloud formation, Neutro
process- Raining is Homo process. Continuation of this process is done by
operating Neutro. River, streams are sources of water so are operating Neutro from
the point of view of existence. So evaporations, raining, cloud formation all are
under operating Neutro.

These are the effects of the space on environment. Now if someone is living in
valley they will have Homo influence on them. Living in delta area which is
Neutro nature will create harmony, growth and prosperity. So Feng-Shui is the
study of space related energy, and its effects.

For example Hetero nature persons should live in valley. They would be balanced.
Very active Children should go to lake or river area, which will harmonize their
energies so they can channelize activity in positive manner.
There are 4 types of Feng-Shui:
 Fixed Feng Shui (Homo)
 Dead person’s Feng Shui (Neuto)
 Alive person’s Feng Shui (Neutro)
 Moving Feng Shui (Hetero)
Ways to decide directions according to Triorigin model order:
 Front view is considered Neutro
 Going by Fixed geographical directions (Neuto type) i.e.


North –Neuto



East- Hetero



West - Homo



South –Neutro
(On northern pole)

 From the entrance point of view (Hetero type).
 If directions are naturally influencing then bigger side is consider as front
(Homo type).
Different countries and civilizations follow different criteria.
According to Triorigin Feng Sui, in the house appropriate location for the rooms
 Sleeping room -Neuto needs rest
 Kitchen

-Hetero should produce food daily

 Toilet - Cleaning every day, But it should not be together with

Kitchen, it will create Hetero/Homo conflict.
 Living room

- Largest Neutro + Corridors and verandas

Good Lighting;
Kitchen should be bright
Toilet should be dark motion comes out easily
Living room should be bright
Bed rooms should be dark and always smaller than living room

For shape of the land, If it is in square shape then we decide four forces based on
directions.

If the shape of the land does not fit in square classification then take lozenge
classification.

In case of Land
Direction fundamental Neuto
Front/ back verandas

Neutro

Entrance

Neutro

Wind Direction

Hetero

Continuous Movement
In Indian Vastu we consider both so actually; in our country we have 8 Directions.
In case of flat Triorigin Feng Shui has different criteria’s like,
 Location of building is to be seen in the plot without cutting the building.
Sometimes we consider square shape and sometimes it may be lozanzo
shape.
 Again we have to consider total no. of floors and centre of building height
wise and accordingly energy can be calculated.
 Then we consider total no. of flats in front & back side and we calculate
energies.
 Lastly we enter on the floor plan to locate energy of the flat as a whole and
then we perform internal calculation of energy based on what we do for
independent house.

Important points of Feng Shui

Land

House

Apartment

Direction

Front/Back

Entrance

Entrance

Final structure
Front/Back
Wind

TIME ACUPUNCTURE
What is Time?
Time has no feel. Time is not perceptible by sensation. No one can feel
time. Time Geiger is change in some way. It is “O” nature only darkness and
brightness says about time. Time comes from unimaginable world. That’s why it
has “O” nature. When we enter time world there is no difference between past,
present and future, they all are same as if you are moving in the house from one
room to another.
This is very interesting that GOD designs and controls our contract or assignment
of our existence by time, space, body, mind, soul and ultimately we perform under
this influence.
Time is not visible directly, we see time passing by change in day to noonevening- night or season or age on physical appearance this is because time is
Neuto nature or “O” nature silent. May be time belongs to him.
Professor gave one example saying that someone suffering right now is because
they lost someone very close to them like husband. Everything is at a standstill but
time has a great capacity to heal too. After sometime we come to term with it we
become normal again and are happy. This invisible influence of time indicates it is
“O” nature.
“Time covers the past, present and future period.

If by some reason someone had a late or slow delivery process which created
congenital disease in baby, we can help in these type of case by taking help of
time channel and travel back in time and speed up the delivery process. We can
influence on mental retarded kids.

As we are seeing everything in this universe follow some order so is with time.
Every year has mainly four seasons i.e.
 Spring,
 Summer,
 Autumn and
 Winter.
Same seasons can be classified according to 6-Ki classification as follows.

Spring

– Wind Energy (January- February)

Early summer

– Heat Energy (March –April)

Midsummer

– Hotness Energy (May – June)

Monsoon

– Humidity Energy (July – August)

Autumn

- Dryness Energy (September – October)

Winter

– Coldness Energy (November – December)

Every year also has its energy.
Every month also has its own energy.
Each day has its energy and
even every 2 hours the energy changes.
This energy change is known as Bio-Rhythmic cycle of day.
This cycle has very deep meaning in our lives.
By properly understanding the concept of time we can treat all the problems
including congenital problems.

It is as follows

Organ

Time of energy.

Lung

3.00to 5.00 am

Large intestine

5.00to 7.00 am

Stomach

7.00 to 9.00 am

Spleen

9.00 to 11.00 am

Heart

11.00 to 1.00 pm

Small Intestine

1.00 to 3.00 pm

Urinary Bladder

3.00 to 5.00 pm

Kidney

5.00 to 7.00 pm

Pericardium (Brain)

7.00 to 9.00 pm

Triple warmer (spinal cord)

9.00 to 11.00 pm

Gall Bladder

11.00 to 1.00 am

Liver

1.00 to 3.00 am

SPIRAL TIME ACUPUNCTURE
1. Objective Acupuncture – Common for every one Fixed type (Ho)

2. Subjective Acupuncture – Every person varies from person to person (He)
In this case every individual is unique so everybody has their individual
constitution. We take little fingers last joint as date of birth of an Individual
and we start counting till we reach starting point of disease.

This is very effective even for congenital diseases.
The counting of fingers also follows an order.
This order is known as creation order
No - He – Ho – Ne- No
This circulation creates right spiral in hands,
where as to go backward for going to past we create left spiral by moving in the
order No- Ne- Ho- He- No.
For counting of time from we use fingers and joints of fingers.
 Index finger

- He finger.

 Middle finger

– Ne finger.

 Ring finger

- Ho finger.

 Little finger

- No finger.

Time acupuncture will be future therapy.

Smile meditation
We can realize the purpose of existence by meditating on the beautiful and
fragrant rose. Flowers bloom all around and each one is uniquely charming. All
of them demonstrate to us the accomplished harmony. By dropping down they
yield us fruits.
From time to time they give us possibility to perceive absolute harmony and
beauty, suggesting that it is the highest purpose of existence in this world.
When
everything is complete, absolute and harmonized, smile is born
spontaneously. We can understand that the essence of existence in this world in a
sense lies in the creation of a perfect and absolutely harmonized simile world.
Smile automatically appears there, where the harmony is accomplished.
Smile is the symbol of harmony and perfection. It brings us success, satisfaction
and achievement of goals.
Meditating on smile is the smile meditation. Since smile signifies harmony and
perfection, smile meditation presents a way to self perfection and achievement of
internal equilibrium.

Even when we have not yet attained perfection, in the process of self development
with the help of smile meditation, we are greatly benefited in our daily life.
The confined consciousness is expanded and filled with benevolence and love.
Narrow horizons are wide opened giving rise to a greater number of opportunities.
Human relations become better, all disagreements and conflicts disappear, mind is
relieved from sufferings and we are recovered from physical illnesses and
compulsions.
All that we do, bear smiling fruits and enriched consciousness filled with
unlimited tolerance and kindness.
Meditation existed in India millenniums of years ago, practiced widely by people
in daily life as a means to lead a happy, satisfying, fulfilling and harmonious life
and to achieve the self perfection, the ultimate goal of the life itself. Lord Buddha
believed meditation to be one of the eight ways of freeing from suffering. In the
second century B.C the great sage Patanjali worked out the eight step method of
achievement of a perfect condition of mind - Raj Yoga, the sixth step of which is
concentration, and the seventh is meditation. Therefore, through meditation one
cannot only get rid of sufferings, but also can achieve perfection.
It is being increasingly realized and recognized even by modern psychologists that
meditation should form part and parcel of daily routine of everyone, in order to
provide a counter balance to the intensely achieve life that everyone is involved in
the present day world. Meditation calms the mind, brings self-composure and
enables one to achieve self perfection.
Smile appears spontaneously when something is beautiful, wonderful, perfect and
harmonious. It is one of the most important channels to achievement of harmony
and perfection, life with a smile.
Combining smile with meditation or meditating on smile is smile meditation.
Practicing smile meditation can help an individual reach ultimate understanding
and realization of real life purpose.
Smile meditation can be practiced under:





Mind smile
Body smile
Soul smile and
Life smile

Body smile can be achieved by smile yoga, smile taiji and smile gymnast.
Smile Yoga is designed to achieve perfection of the self by means of a smile.
Perfection is a transcendent state which would take place when the self achieves
the enlightenment state as in Taiji after repeated dimensional progress. When this
internal harmony reaches it peak, it achieves perfect harmony outside the self with
the external world simultaneously. When the conflict and sufferings caused by
disharmony and illogical reasons changed to harmony and when we start to see the
orderly smile world, it would be the moment of the Taiji state of perfection.
After recognizing the existence of triorigin, hetero, homo and neutro, a new
awareness has come to reveal that this world is created and operated by the forces
and orders of this triorigin.
The Sun, Moon and the planets including the Earth are moving around in a spin
spiral form. The solar system is also moving and the milky way galaxy is also
moving in a form of a spiral shape. This indicates that there must be a order in
this movement. Our body is moving, so our body is supposed to follow the
triorigin orders as well and then it would be one with the fundamental forces of
triorigin and it would be helpful to lead life in perfect harmony with surrounding
nature. The Taiji performance and the smile motions would achieve the main
intention of the existence spirit.

My chest was stretched while inhaling the fresh air and I was smiling brightly.
“My mind fully open to the sky” Prof. Park Jae Woo. Professor had been thinking
about this since Jaipur, now in Varanasi the place where Buddha meditated held a
lot of attraction for professor. In Banaras, Professor was sitting in a meditation
posture and thinking of smile meditation – smile meditation voice was echoing
and looked eternal. In the summer of August, 2003 under two separate pine trees
in a quite forest Cyprus trees, Professor has started his 21 days of smile
meditation.
The main subjective of smile meditation is wonder and smile. If people could gain
pure smile by this smile meditation, it would be a basic contribution to the purpose
of existence spirit.

 Smile meditation starts from the self who is now meditating
 It is called ‘neuto’ stage. Mind and body co-exist together resulting
in a life phenomenon.
 leading mind is Hetero:
 body following behind is Homo
 soul is Neuto and the life force is neutro.
If mind as leading force of life activity is smiling,it is called Mind smile body
follows that smile. If they are smiling together, Soul smile appears to join them.
Here, Life smile is created leading to life activity.
 Think about success and realization of dreams, a smile will follow –
try and maintain it, increasing the smile till the smile doors are fully
open.
 Catch smiles from past good memories
 Present pleasing events and situations.
When meditation helps to arouse smiles in the body, it is called Body smile
meditation. Whenever mind smile achieves the perfection state, body smile is
supposed to take place automatically and body keeps perfect smile as well. Body
smile is the physical response to the mind smile.
Smile meditation to self past. In closed eye position , it is a ‘neuto’ stage. Process
to look down at self from the objective position while in origin smile state, it is
observed that every thing of the self in the past, present and future is exposed and
it is being confirmed that they all are smiling perfectly. In principle, this is the
same situation when all the sufferings and desparate feelings, that occurred during
the period of failure in the social life of the selves, could be spoken with smile
between old couples or told to their grand children in their old age.
Smile meditation to self present –present is the continuation of the past and the
link to connect to the future. This meditation is neither temperamental expedition
to look away or avoid the reality of hardship nor it is to find the self comfort or to
rest the body and mind from the problems being faced at present. This is the
solemn meditation to perceive the truth of smile with direct look of quiet mind.
Smile meditation to self future - smile meditation through out the pilgrimage
process of the past and present of the self provides the insight to see the future of
the self.
There is opened eye smile meditation which is hetero stage. It is carried out with
eyes open to all variety of existence world. This pours life force smiles directly in
every process of all stages with free postures and free breath.

Self Movement Classification

Su Jok Ki
Su Jok Ki is an easy understanding of our energy system along with the simplest
technique to use its powerful results as Meridian Su Jok ki, Chakra Su Jok ki,
diamond Su Jok Ki and Zone Su Jok ki which includes spiral Su Jok ki.
It is very effective in both diagnosing and treating diseases. It is one of the
simplest form of treatment and amazingly effective. Su Jok ki is applied to the
correspondence meridian system of hands & feet and fingers and toes chakras or
the spiral energy system. Stick magnets, diode wires, branch and leaf of plant,
light equipment and fingers are applied for treatment. It can cover almost all kinds
of diseases. Instead there is a side effect followed if it is wrongly applied. At that
time, within two minutes the magnet or other object used can be reversed.
It is the latest invention by professor ,as an advanced form of spiral neutronet.

